


Our values are the things that matter to us, and

they can show up in all kinds of ways! 

In the list of words on the next page, circle or mark

the words that resonate with you as your values.

 

Keep your mind as open as possible - you’re

looking for a response in your mind or body when

you come across a word that feels good, strikes a

chord, or is something that matters to you.
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Being thoughtful about how our values are working

in our lives and relationships can help us shed light

on our decisions, stressors, challenges, and goals.



Abundance

Acceptance

Accountability

Achievement

Action

Adventure

Ambition

Balance

Beauty

Boldness

Challenge

Community

Compassion

Collaboration

Consistency

Contribution

Connection

Creativity

Credibility

Curiosity

Daring

Decisiveness

Dedication

Dependability

Discipline

 

Empathy

Enthusiasm

Excellence

Expression

Fairness

Family

Friendships

Flexibility

Freedom

Fun

Generosity

Grace

Gratitude

Grit

Growth

Happiness

Health

Humility

Humor

Impact

Independence

Individuality

Influence

Innovation

Intelligence

 

Intention

Intuition

Joy

Justice

Kindness

Knowledge

Leadership

Learning

Liberation

Love

Loyalty

Mindfulness

Motivation

Optimism

Open-Mindedness

Originality

Passion

Peace

Playfulness

Popularity

Power

Preparedness

Proactivity

Recognition

Reliability

 

Resilience

Resourcefulness

Responsibility

Responsiveness

Risk-Taking

Safety

Service

Spirituality

Stability

Success

Thoughtfulness

Tradition

Understanding

Uniqueness

Usefulness

Versatility

Vision

Wealth 

Well-being

Wisdom

Zeal
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When you reflect on your life so far, have you

noticed your values adjusting? How have they

stayed the same? How have they shifted?

Our values are influenced not only by our unique

life experiences, but by our relationships. How are

your values different from your close

relationships? How are they different from

society?

Can you identify some of the experiences or

relationships that have influenced your values?

How has that influence shown up for you?

Are there gaps between what you want or feel

your values should be and what they actually are?

If so, write about those gaps. How do they make

you feel? What might be influencing them?

When your values have been challenged, how

have you responded?

Journal Prompts
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